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Billionaire Boy
Like black woman white man romance stories? Well
you're in luck. In this book you get 6 BWWM stories in
1 - that's 828 pages of interracial goodness! All of the
books in this bundle can be enjoyed as stand alone
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stories. That said, all have further parts in the series,
so if you like one more than the rest you can pick up
more books with the same characters when you're
ready. Books in this collection are: 1. My Russian
Dream: When she woke that morning, the last thing
Sophie expected was to not only meet the man of her
dreams, but to enter into a fast moving whirlwind
romance with a mysterious Russian billionaire. Will it
all be too much for Sophie? Or will this be her dream
playing out like she's always felt she deserved? 2.
Passion Abroad: Have you ever felt like you just need
to get away from it all? Well that's exactly how Erica
feels, and she's going to do something about it! The
tale of a holiday romance which turns into a round the
world trip with a passionate and loving new partner.
3. Home Is Where The Heart Is: When a handsome
English billionaire is looking for homes to add to his
portfolio, Julie is assigned the job of helping him out.
But will this billionaire have another reason for his
interest in her? 4. Find Me Online: After filtering
through a ton of pervs on a popular interracial dating
site, Cherelle finally finds someone who catches her
eye. But is there more to her catch Michael than she
originally realizes? And will he be the man she is
looking for? 5. Is Mr White Mr Right: One of the
original BWWM books, and largely held as a classic in
the genre. Natasha Black is a strong African American
woman, who has always been career focused and
level headed. Nothing has ever been able to knock
her off her game until now! Enter 'McDreamy', the
hunk of a boss at her new dream job. Will she be able
to stay career focused while getting advances from
possibly the man of her dreams? 6. My Billionaire
Cowboy: What does a fashion stylist and a fashionably
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challenged cowboy have in common?! You're about to
find out Kate is the proud owner of her own fashion
boutique. Bruce is a successful business man who
now spends his time on his passion: working his
ranch. When fate brings these two opposites together,
there's no denying there's something there. But is
Kate at a point in her life where she is willing to throw
caution to the wind and allow herself to be swept off
of her feet by an unexpected love? Authors of these
books: J A Fielding, Esther Banks and Cher Etan; all
authors from Saucy Romance Books. To see more
great stories by us, simply search BWWM Club on
Amazon Kindle. Suitable for over 18s only due to all
stories having scenes of a sexual nature.

The Marriage Merger
The Agreement is a gripping, steamy, billionaire
romance with twists and turns that will keep you
glued to the page! Can a billionaire tame a stunning,
dark-haired beauty's heart?Aron is an arrogant,
successful, and all-out sexy billionaire, with one little
problem. If he doesn't marry his deceased brother's
fiancée then he loses 30 percent of the company.
Losing isn't an option, it's not even in Aron's
vocabulary.Too bad for him Tessa doesn't do
relationships and she sure isn't looking to start. So
when she agrees to marry him it's just that an
agreement, not a relationship, no matter how much
she starts to fall for him she won't give in.Can Aron
show Tessa how to love again? Or will the both be
burned by the past?Find out if a steamy romance can
blossom in a marriage of convenience.The Agreement
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is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It's the
second book in the Seattle Billionaires series. You can
read it on its own, everything you need to know from
the first book is explained.

The Marriage Trap
The exciting bestselling author who thrilled readers
with The Marriage Bargain and The Marriage Trap,
Jennifer Probst rounds out her sizzling trilogy with
more “nonstop sexual tension” (Laura Kaye). Carina
Conte has had a crush on her brother Michael’s best
friend, Max Gray, since she was a teenager. Now
she’s earned her MBA and come to work at Michael’s
new venture, America’s fastest-growing bakery
empire. But some things never change: her family still
treats her like a child. With three drop-dead gorgeous
siblings, she’s still the ugly duckling of the bunch. And
Max, the company’s new CEO, still barely notices her.
Max knows Carina Conte is strictly off limits. But hotblooded lust wins out at a conference when the two
share a scorching one-night stand—and are busted by
her mother! Now, forced by old-world Italian tradition
into a marriage he’s not ready for, Max is
miserable—and Carina is furious. Her new husband is
about to realize that hell hath no fury like a woman
transformed….

Marrying a Billionaire
“Nonstop sexual tension crackles off the page” (Laura
Kaye) in the sizzling final installment in the New York
Times and USA TODAY bestselling Marriage to a
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Billionaire saga by Jennifer Probst. Her sisters have
found wedded bliss with their wealthy, wonderful
dream men, but not Julietta Conte. She’s stayed on
terra firma as top executive of the family’s
corporation, La Dolce Famiglia bakery. Work is her
passion, and her trendy Milan apartment her
sanctuary . . . until Sawyer Wells, a masculine
masterpiece in a suit, lures her out of hiding with an
irresistible offer: an exclusive partnership with his
international chain of boutique hotels. Julietta’s been
burned before—and trusting her brotherin- law’s
friend, whose powerful gaze alone has her rethinking
the best use of a conference room, is the riskiest
proposition. But with a once-in-a-career chance to
take the bakery global, will she mix stone-cold
business with red-hot seduction?

Betraying the Billionaire
Their marriage was lost… But then he walked back
into her life! Juliette is determined to forget her shortlived marriage to Italian tycoon Joe Allegranza. It
began with an intense passion she’d only ever
dreamed of, and ended in heartbreak. Now it’s time to
go their separate ways…or is it? Because reunited at
a lavish wedding, Juliette is unable to hide from their
desire, or the realization of how little she knew her
husband. Drawn together by their connection, she’s
torn: rekindling their spark could spell disaster, or it
could make them stronger than before…

Bwwm Club
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The highly anticipated followup to the New York Times
bestseller! There’s a sexy, sarcastic billionaire in my
bed, and he’s wearing a wedding ring. How did this
happen? Oh, right. Last year, I found out my
insufferable boss was secretly a steamy romance
author, and me? I was his unwitting muse. That kind
of thing can really charm the pants off a girl - if she’s
a little bit nuts. Thankfully, I’ve never had more than
a passing interest in normalcy. Next stop, marital
bliss! I mean, what could go wrong? It’s not like I have
any ambivalent feelings about hooking up with the
guy who made my life hell for five years. And it’s not
as if Adrian accumulated a long list of enemies in his
rise to the top. And we’re *definitely* not so stubborn
that it’ll be a struggle to put away our pride and make
things work. Okay, so maybe all those things are true.
But at the end of the day, all you need is love…and
spankings. At least, I sure hope so.

Wanted: Billionaire's Wife
The sizzling first installment in the New York
Timesand USA Today bestselling Marriage to a
Billionairetrilogy. To save her family home, impulsive
bookshop owner Alexa McKenzie, casts a love spell,
which conjures up an unexpected visitor - her best
friend's older brother and the powerful man who once
shattered her heart. Billionaire Nicholas Ryan doesn't
believe in marriage, but in order to inherit his father's
corporation, he needs a wife and needs one fast.
When he discovers his sister's childhood friend is in
dire financial straits, he's offers Alexa an interesting
proposal A marriage in name only, the rules? Avoid
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entanglement. Keep things businesslike. Do notfall in
love. The arrangement is only for a year so the rules
shouldn't be that hard to follow Except Fate has a way
of upsetting the best laid plans… "Jennifer Probst has
proved to be one of the most exciting breakout
novelists in the romance genre." - USA Today

I Married a Billionaire
The first behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most
enigmatic First Lady in U.S. history Melania Trump is
an enigma. Regardless of your political leanings, she
is fascinating—a First Lady who, in many ways, is the
most modern and groundbreaking in recent history. A
former model whose beauty in person leaves people
breathless, a woman whose upbringing in a
communist country spurred a relentless drive for
stability, both for herself and for her family. A
reluctant pillar in a controversial presidential
administration who speaks five languages and runs
the East Wing like none of her predecessors ever
could—underestimate her at your own peril (as a
former government official did and was summarily
fired). But who is she really? In Free, Melania we get
an insider's look at Melania Trump, from her childhood
in Slovenia to her days in the White House, and
everything in between. We see the Trump family
dynamics that Melania has had to navigate, including
her strained relationship with Ivanka. We get a rare
glimpse into what goes into her famous and
sometimes infamous clothing choices (including
perhaps the real message behind Melania’s
controversial jacket, “I Really Don’t Care, Do U?”,
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which she wore while visiting the U.S.-Mexico border),
and how a publicly quiet Melania actually speaks very
loudly—if you just know where, and how, to listen.
And we get a behind-the-scenes look at her often
eyebrow-raising relationship with Donald Trump, from
their beginnings to becoming the most unusual First
Family in modern history. Looking at Melania in the
pantheon of historic First Ladies, Kate Bennett shows
just how different Melania Trump is and why she
matters. Bennett, an expert on First Ladies, has
unparalleled access to Melania’s very small and loyal
inner circle. As she shows in this page-turning book,
the seemingly most reluctant First Lady is, in many
ways, the most compelling and complex First Lady,
ever.

The Billionaire's Housekeeper
From New York Times bestselling author, Marquita
Valentine, comes a seductive new series. Andrew
Montgomery has everything money can afford him,
except time. His father is ready to give up the helm of
Montgomery Industry-something Andrew has been
groomed for since birth. Only, his father won't allow
him to take control until he satisfies one demand.
Andrew must marry and stay married for five years,
or the company will be sold off for charity, one share
at a time.Resort hotel maid, Hannah Miller never
dreamed that the boy she spent every summer with
until she was seventeen would grow up to become
ruthless billionaire Andrew Montgomery. Or that he
would call in the silly IOU she'd given him for saving
her from a dangerous riptide when she was thirteen
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years old.But nothing can prepare Hannah for what
Drew demands as repayment. The sexy man not only
intends to marry her, but to share their marriage bed
as well. In every sense of the word.Seducing the
Billionaire's WifeSeducing the Billionaire's Secretary
(coming Fall 2015)Seducing the Billionaire's Brother
(coming Fall 2015)

The Ruthless Marriage Proposal
Hot and single hotel heir, Cole Belmont, wants more
than anything to honor his dying father’s last wish to
see him settle down with the love of his life. But love
will never be on the agenda for him again since his exfiancée, Hope Morgan, walked out of his life and fled
Belmont three years ago—without so much as a
reason why, along with any dreams Cole had of true
love and happily ever after. But when Hope
mysteriously returns, his whole world is turned upside
down again. Can Cole ever forgive her? Hope Morgan
has messed up in her life—really bad. She’s fleeing
from her past. A dark secret threatens to ruin her
chances for a future of happiness with any man, but it
is Cole Belmont she really wants. Hope returns to
Belmont with her young daughter, but she still can’t
come clean about what she did many years
earlier…lives could be ruined—including Cole’s. Is it
true that “all you need is love”? Can love keep Cole
and Hope together and protect her from her dark
past?

The Billionaire's Lost and Found Love
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James Logan knew it was time to take a wife and
produce an heir. Megan was perfect for his plans: shy,
unworldly and quickly seduced by the Sydney
advertising tycoon's devilish charm. She was
pregnant on their wedding day. The honeymoon was
barely over when Megan had a miscarriage and the
scales fell from her eyes: she was trapped in a
convenient marriage, and James expected her to
conceive again soon. She should have demanded a
divorce, but Megan was facing the uncomfortable
truth: she'd fallen in love with her ruthless husband….

I Married a Billionaire
"Elise Sax will win your heart." -NYT bestselling author
Jill Shalvis*Love sucks. Every time Beatrice
Hammersmith falls for a guy, he breaks her heart and
steals her appliances. It's no fun sleeping alone and
waking up without a coffeemaker. Fed up, Beatrice
hatches a plan with two other women to move on
from the losers. First on their agenda is to capture the
heart of a man who's the opposite of a loser The
hottie and single billionaire, Cole Stevens. He's
handsome, brilliant, and he owns his own appliances.
How to Marry a Billionaire is the first in the hilarious
new trilogy by the author of the Matchmaker books.*
"Elise Sax belongs on every bookshelf."-NYT
bestselling author Melissa Foster

Married for the Italian's Heir
He hired a recruiter to match him with a wife. But the
woman he wants is off-limits. CEO Luke Dallas will
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save his business deal—even if that means marriage!
And he hires executive recruiter Danica Novak to be
his unconventional matchmaker. The only problem?
Beautiful, captivating Danica is distracting him from
his goal. He knows they have chemistry, but Danica
won’t settle for anything less than love. Will that be
the deal breaker?

Irresistibly Lost
A bachelor auction, a wedding we don't remember,
and a baby we don't recall making. FML. I had a plan:
move to LA, get a job, find the love of my life. Live
happily ever after. I was on track for this when being
assistant to gorgeous billionaire philanthropist Nate
Sterling suddenly gets a whole lot more complicated.
It's a dream jobuntil he asks me to save him from a
fur-bikini-wearing, totally psycho ex-girlfriend who is
determined to win him at a charity bachelor auction.
All I have to do is outbid her at the auction. Easy,
right? But nobody told me Nate and I had to go on an
extravagant Las Vegas date afterward. Everything
goes off as planneduntil Nate and I wake up the next
day, hung-over, wearing identical golden wedding
bands and with no memory of what happened the
night before. Cue major hyperventilation. But it's
okay. Nothing that a quick marriage dissolution can't
solve Until the pregnancy test stick comes back with
two pink lines. Marrying My Billionaire Boss is a
standalone romantic comedy with a sexy billionaire,
his sassy assistant, a bachelor auction, a Vegas
wedding and a surprise baby. Oh, and the most
hilarious and sweet proposal scene ever. No cheating,
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no cliffhanger. Just lots of heat, heart and humor.
Grab it today!

Free, Melania
"Sleep is one of the most important but least
understood aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity
An explosion of scientific discoveries in the last
twenty years has shed new light on this fundamental
aspect of our lives. Now neuroscientist and sleep
expert Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding
of the vital importance of sleep and
dreaming"--Amazon.com.

The Marriage Mistake
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.

The Return of Her Billionaire Husband
Notorious playboy and hotel heir, Chase Belmont,
needs to get away from it all—gold-digging women, a
sex tape scandal and unwanted media attention. Now
he’s in a dilemma surrounding the grave illness of his
father, patriarch Jonah E Belmont, III, who urges him
to marry soon or find true love before the elder
passes on. After Chase is summoned to the scenic
waterfront Belmont Valley Ranch & Spa for an
emergency, he decides to go undercover as Chad, a
maintenance worker, but his emotions are anything
but undercover when he meets the new, lovely
housekeeper… Abbi Lopez has had enough of lying,
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cheating men. Her ex had broken her heart and her
trust when she learned he had been living a secret
double life. Quite frankly, the last thing she needed
was another smooth talker with an ulterior motive.
When Abbi is hired at the Belmont Hotel’s Ranch &
Spa, the last thing she expects is handsome, bluecollar worker, Chad. Is he the real deal? Can she really
trust him to be truly honest with her and as caring as
he appears to be? Meet the Belmont family of the
affluent Belmont waterfront community… Desperate
to see his sons settle down, especially after he’s been
given six months to a year to live, elderly hotel
magnate and family patriarch Jonah E. Belmont, III
gives his sons a bucket list challenge. They each must
wed—or at least be in a stable, loving relationship
before he passes on and in order to keep their
inheritances in the prestigious Belmont Hotels &
Resorts legacy. Only his sons are not too convinced
about getting married for any reason and vow to
remain single…and safe from heartbreak. Read book
3 in Billionaires of Belmont Series… Chase & Abbi’s
story

Winners Take All
Lillian Brunette is desperate for a job. Six months
pregnant and recently divorced, she needs health
insurance and an income if she's ever going to be
able to take care of herself and the baby--if what
happened to her first pregnancy happens again. So
when her best friend tells her that the billionaire
bachelor is looking for an assistant, she jumps at the
opportunity to interview.Reed Williamson is trying to
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get over his broken heart. When he finds out that his
fiancée ended up pregnant with his half-brother's
baby, he's written off all relationships. Which he was
doing a good job at until he finds out that in order to
inherit his family's investment company, he has to be
married. Out of desperation, Reed's mom puts in a
call to an elite matchmaking agency to find him a
contract wife. At least with that, there's no chance of
falling in love.After an episode of mistaken identity,
Lillian finds herself contractually obligated to marry
Reed. Which is the ideal relationship for her. Faking a
marriage seems easy, until she finds out that Reed is
kind and incredibly handsome. And just might be
what she wants in a family. If only he could accept the
secret she's so desperate to hide.

The Marriage Bargain
The last thing cowboy Wade McCoy expected when
his beloved billionaire granddad died was for him to
require Wade to marry in order to keep the vast
McCoy Ranch that they both loved and built together.
But that is exactly his granddaddy's requirement:
Wade was to marry within three months, stay married
for three months or he lost it all, for him and his
brothers. He didn't like it one bit, but one thing his
granddaddy knew about him was that Wade never let
a challenge get the better of him and he had no plans
to lose the ranch he loved. His granddaddy had him
over a barrel, and he knew it. Now he just had to find
someone to go along with this crazy idea. Allie Jordon
was desperate. Every bad piece of luck that could
have befallen her had done so and now, after losing
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everything, including her sweet father, she needed
funds to get her mother the best care available or she
just might lose her too. A chance meeting with a
lonely looking cowboy at the truck stop she was
waitressing at could change her life?if she says yes to
an absolutely off-the-wall proposal that could be the
miracle she's been praying for.

Seducing the Billionaire's Wife
For the first time ever, get all three books in the
bestselling I Married a Billionaire series for one low
price! I Married a Billionaire Maddy Wainright has
given up on marriage - and men. After dating way too
many losers who aren't capable of appreciating her
for who she is, she's about ready to resign herself to a
life of spinsterhood. Until her insanely rich boss Daniel
Thorne comes along with an offer she simply can't
refuse. He proposes a marriage of convenience - one
that would allow Maddy to live in the lap of luxury for
a year, and Mr. Thorne to stay in the country that has
become his home. At the end of their arrangement,
Maddy will walk away with a cool two million dollars.
All she has to do is move into his mansion, put on a
convincing show in public, and endure a few INS
interviews, for which she will be thoroughly prepped.
It's a big risk, but one Maddy might just be willing to
take, considering the payoff. At first, it's all business.
But when the gentle touches, passionate kisses, and
lingering looks they have to give each other in public
start spilling over into their private life, Daniel and his
devious mind take Maddy to heights of pleasure she's
never experienced. And the more she gets to know
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him, the more she feels that wistful tug in her chest
every time he puts his arm around her in public.
Before long, she finds herself wishing it were real. As
time goes on, Maddy finds herself wondering if two
million dollars will be enough to cover the cost of
repairing a broken heart. But Mr. Thorne may have
yet another secret in store I Married a Billionaire: Lost
and Found When Maddy Thorne agreed to marry her
billionaire boss in order to keep him in the country,
she never would have guessed they'd actually stay
together. But over a year later, she's still happily
married to the slightly eccentric, maddeningly
attractive Daniel. As he begins to come out of his
shell and turn into the figurehead that his growing
technology company needs, Maddy finds herself
dealing with a whole new set of problems. And
despite his newfound openness, he's still keeping
secrets. Even from her. But despite her misgivings
and the ever-present prattle of journalists, really,
Maddy can't complain. Then, a frantic late-night
phone call changes everything. Daniel has been
accused of illegal insider trading. His assets frozen, he
suddenly finds himself at the center of a media circus
and a trial under a merciless judge with no way out.
Maddy wants to support him, but it seems all Daniel
wants to do is crawl back into his shell. In the midst of
the chaos, Maddy receives an offer to display her
drawings at one of the most influential galleries in the
city. Pulled in two directions even as her life crashes
down around her, will Maddy allow Daniel to keep
pushing her away, or will she find a way to pull him
back? I Married a Billionaire: The Prodigal Son Writing
billionaire tech mogul Daniel Thorne's official
biography is no small task. His wife Maddy isn't quite
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sure how it fell on her shoulders - but she's not
exactly complaining. It's given her a rare opportunity
to learn about the details of Daniel's life that he's
never shared with her before. After a rocky beginning,
their relationship has finally settled into something
comforting and secure. After a while, Maddy begins to
reconsider her once-staunch decision not to have
children. Then, one night, a ghost from Daniel's past
appears. His father, believed to be dead, has come
back in hopes of repairing their relationship. Daniel is
devastated by the years-long deception, and
suspicious of his father's motives in reappearing after
so much time. Old Mr. Thorne has his reasons for
disappearing, but how can he possibly repair a
relationship that's been so badly fractured by
distance and lies? Meanwhile, Maddy gets some
unexpected news of her own, and she realizes she
must find a way to reach her husband and his father,
to knit them all together into a family again.

Introduction to Probability
The New York Times bestselling, groundbreaking
investigation of how the global elite's efforts to
"change the world" preserve the status quo and
obscure their role in causing the problems they later
seek to solve. An essential read for understanding
some of the egregious abuses of power that dominate
today’s news. Former New York Times columnist
Anand Giridharadas takes us into the inner sanctums
of a new gilded age, where the rich and powerful fight
for equality and justice any way they can--except
ways that threaten the social order and their position
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atop it. We see how they rebrand themselves as
saviors of the poor; how they lavishly reward "thought
leaders" who redefine "change" in winner-friendly
ways; and how they constantly seek to do more good,
but never less harm. We hear the limousine
confessions of a celebrated foundation boss; witness
an American president hem and haw about his
plutocratic benefactors; and attend a cruise-ship
conference where entrepreneurs celebrate their own
self-interested magnanimity. Giridharadas asks hard
questions: Why, for example, should our gravest
problems be solved by the unelected upper crust
instead of the public institutions it erodes by lobbying
and dodging taxes? He also points toward an answer:
Rather than rely on scraps from the winners, we must
take on the grueling democratic work of building more
robust, egalitarian institutions and truly changing the
world. A call to action for elites and everyday citizens
alike.

Marry Your Billionaire
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics
lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics,
randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a
wide variety of applications and examples, ranging
from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank
and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional

I Married a Billionaire: The Prodigal Son
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Marrying My Billionaire Boss
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A top journalist crosses the
yellow tape to investigate a shocking high-society
crime. Billionaires, philanthropists, socialites . . .
victims. Barry and Honey Sherman appeared to lead
charmed lives. But the world was shocked in late
2017 when their bodies were found in a bizarre
tableau in their elegant Toronto home. First described
as murder-suicide — belts looped around their necks,
they were found seated beside their basement
swimming pool — police later ruled it a staged,
targeted double murder. Nothing about the case
made sense to friends of the founder of one of the
world’s largest generic pharmaceutical firms and his
wife, a powerhouse in Canada’s charity world.
Together, their wealth has been estimated at well
over $4.7 billion. There was another side to the story.
A strategic genius who built a large generic drug
company — Apotex Inc. — Barry Sherman was a selfdescribed workaholic, renowned risk-taker, and
disruptor during his fifty-year career. Regarded as a
generous friend by many, Sherman was also feared
by others. He was criticized for stifling academic
freedom and using the courts to win at all costs.
Upset with building issues at his mansion, he sued
and recouped millions from tradespeople. At the time
of his death, Sherman had just won a decades-old
legal case involving four cousins who wanted 20
percent of his fortune. Toronto Star investigative
journalist Kevin Donovan chronicles the unsettling
story from the beginning, interviewing family
members, friends, and colleagues, and sheds new
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light on the Shermans’ lives and the disturbing double
murder. Deeply researched and authoritative, The
Billionaire Murders is a compulsively readable tale of
a strange and perplexing crime.

I Married a Billionaire: The Complete
Trilogy Box Set
The tell-all memoir from the loudest, proudest Spice
Girl – and the truth behind the headlines As one-fifth
of the iconic Spice Girls and judge on X Factor and
America's Got Talent, Melanie Brown, a.k.a Scary
Spice, has been an international star since her
twenties. Brutally Honest is an exposé of the
struggles and acute pain that lay behind the glamour
and success. With deep personal insight, remarkable
frankness and trademark Yorkshire humour, the book
removes the mask of fame and reveals the true story
behind the Spice Girls, as well as the horror of her
most recent marriage and her 10 year struggle to be
free.

Her Billionaire Cowboy's Fake Marriage
Maddy Wainright has given up on marriage - and
men. After dating way too many losers who aren't
capable of appreciating her for who she is, she's
about ready to resign herself to a life of spinsterhood.
Until her insanely rich boss Daniel Thorne comes
along with an offer she simply can't refuse. He
proposes a marriage of convenience - one that would
allow Maddy to live in the lap of luxury for a year, and
Mr. Thorne to stay in the country that has become his
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home. At the end of their arrangement, Maddy will
walk away with a cool two million dollars. All she has
to do is move into his mansion, put on a convincing
show in public, and endure a few INS interviews, for
which she will be thoroughly prepped. It's a big risk,
but one Maddy might just be willing to take,
considering the payoff. At first, it's all business. But
when the gentle touches, passionate kisses, and
lingering looks they have to give each other in public
start spilling over into their private life, Daniel and his
devious mind take Maddy to heights of pleasure she's
never experienced. And the more she gets to know
him, the more she feels that wistful tug in her chest
every time he puts his arm around her in public.
Before long, she finds herself wishing it were real. As
time goes on, Maddy finds herself wondering if two
million dollars will be enough to cover the cost of
repairing a broken heart. But Mr. Thorne may have
yet another secret in store

His Secretary: Unveiled
Australian billionaire Sebastian Armstrong thinks he
knows his housekeeper well. Emily's prim, proper and
dedicated to her job. Outside she's a plain Jane, but
inside she's a passionate woman desperate to break
out—and to forget that she's fallen in love with her
handsome boss. When Emily quits, Sebastian refuses
to let her go. Instead he devises a ruthless plan
designed to keep Emily by his side, at his bidding and
in his bed!

The Billionaire Who Wasn't
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Chuck Feeney was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, to a
blue-collar Irish-American family during the
Depression. After service in the Korean War, he made
a fortune as founder of Duty Free Shoppers, the
world’s largest duty-free retail chain. By 1988, he was
hailed by Forbes Magazine as the twenty-fourth
richest American alive. But secretly Feeney had
already transferred all his wealth to his foundation,
Atlantic Philanthropies. Only in 1997 when he sold his
duty free interests, was he “outed” as one of the
greatest and most mysterious American
philanthropists in modern times. After going
“underground” again, he emerged in 2005 to
cooperate on a biography promoting giving while
living. Now in his mid-seventies, Feeney is determined
his foundation should spend down the remaining $4
billion in his lifetime.

The Billionaire Murders
Writing billionaire tech mogul Daniel Thorne's official
biography is no small task. His wife Maddy isn't quite
sure how it fell on her shoulders - but she's not
exactly complaining. It's given her a rare opportunity
to learn about the details of Daniel's life that he's
never shared with her before. After a rocky beginning,
their relationship has finally settled into something
comforting and secure. After a while, Maddy begins to
reconsider her once-staunch decision not to have
children. Then, one night, a ghost from Daniel's past
appears. His father, believed to be dead, has come
back in hopes of repairing their relationship. Daniel is
devastated by the years-long deception, and
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suspicious of his father's motives in reappearing after
so much time. Old Mr. Thorne has his reasons for
disappearing, but how can he possibly repair a
relationship that's been so badly fractured by
distance and lies? Meanwhile, Maddy gets some
unexpected news of her own, and she realizes she
must find a way to reach her husband and his father,
to knit them all together into a family again.

China Rich Girlfriend
A darkly comic and ambitious sequel to the American
classic Catch-22. In Closing Time, Joseph Heller
returns to the characters of Catch-22, now coming to
the end of their lives and the century, as is the entire
generation that fought in World War II: Yossarian and
Milo Minderbinder, the chaplain, and such newcomers
as little Sammy Singer and giant Lew, all linked, in an
uneasy peace and old age, fighting not the Germans
this time, but The End. Closing Time deftly satirizes
the realities and the myths of America in the half
century since WWII: the absurdity of our politics, the
decline of our society and our great cities, the greed
and hypocrisy of our business and culture -- with the
same ferocious humor as Catch-22. Closing Time is
outrageously funny and totally serious, and as brilliant
and successful as Catch-22 itself, a fun-house mirror
that captures, at once grotesquely and accurately, the
truth about ourselves.

The Billionaire's Bride of Innocence
She'd pay the price with two words. I do. After a
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shocking media exposé reveals that the compelling
stranger she lost her virginity to is debauched
bachelor Dante Mancini, Piper Riley is stunned! Their
unexpected but exquisite night has left them
inextricably bound… When Dante learns that Piper is
pregnant, the heartless playboy sees the perfect
opportunity to restore his business reputation—by
making Piper his wife! But Piper won't settle for
anything less than happy-every-after. Dante must
overcome his past to prove to Piper—and the
world—that this is more than a convenient match…

The Billionaire's Lost and Found Love
An international news story when published last year,
now in paperback: A historical detective story leads to
dramatic and ground-breaking revelations about the
life and times of Jesus. Waiting to be rediscovered in
the British Library is an ancient manuscript of the
early Church, copied by an anonymous monk. The
manuscript is at least 1,450 years old, possibly dating
to the first century. And now, The Lost Gospel
provides the first ever translation from Syriac into
English of this unique document that tells the inside
story of Jesus’ social, family, and political life. The
Lost Gospel takes the reader on an unparalleled
historical adventure through a paradigm shifting
manuscript. What the authors eventually discover is
as astounding as it is surprising: the confirmation of
Jesus’ marriage to Mary Magdalene; the names of
their two children; the towering presence of Mary
Magdalene; a previously unknown plot on Jesus’ life
(thirteen years prior to the crucifixion); an
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assassination attempt against Mary Magdalene and
their children; Jesus’ connection to political figures at
the highest level of the Roman Empire; and a religious
movement that antedates that of Paul—the Church of
Mary Magdalene. Part historical detective story, part
modern adventure, The Lost Gospel reveals secrets
that have been hiding in plain sight for millennia.

The Lost Gospel: Decoding the Ancient
Text that Reveals Jesus' Marriage to
Mary the Magdalene
A hilarious, touching and extraordinary fable from
David Walliams, number one bestseller and fastest
growing children’s author across the globey, with
EXCLUSIVE audio and video from David Walliams

I Married a Billionaire: The Prodigal Son
Hot and single hotel heir, Cole Belmont, wants more
than anything to honor his dying father’s last wish to
see him settle down with the love of his life. But love
will never be on the agenda for him again since his exfiancée, Hope Morgan, walked out of his life and fled
Belmont three years ago—without so much as a
reason why, along with any dreams Cole had of true
love and happily ever after. But when Hope
mysteriously returns, his whole world is turned upside
down again. Can Cole ever forgive her? Hope Morgan
has messed up in her life—really bad. She’s fleeing
from her past. A dark secret threatens to ruin her
chances for a future of happiness with any man, but it
is Cole Belmont she really wants. Hope returns to
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Belmont with her young daughter, but she still can’t
come clean about what she did many years
earlier…lives could be ruined—including Cole’s. Is it
true that “all you need is love”? Can love keep Cole
and Hope together and protect her from her dark
past?

The Agreement
This book is a standalone followup to the Top 100
Kindle Store bestseller I Married a Billionaire and I
Married a Billionaire: Lost & Found. Writing billionaire
tech mogul Daniel Thorne's official biography is no
small task. His wife Maddy isn't quite sure how it fell
on her shoulders - but she's not exactly complaining.
It's given her a rare opportunity to learn about the
details of Daniel's life that he's never shared with her
before. After a rocky beginning, their relationship has
finally settled into something comforting and secure.
After a while, Maddy begins to reconsider her oncestaunch decision not to have children. Then, one
night, a ghost from Daniel's past appears. His father,
believed to be dead, has come back in hopes of
repairing their relationship. Daniel is devastated by
the years-long deception, and suspicious of his
father's motives in reappearing after so much time.
Old Mr. Thorne has his reasons for disappearing, but
how can he possibly repair a relationship that's been
so badly fractured by distance and lies? Meanwhile,
Maddy gets some unexpected news of her own, and
she realizes she must find a way to reach her
husband and his father, to knit them all together into
a family again.
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Why We Sleep
How to Marry a Billionaire
When Maddy Thorne agreed to marry her billionaire
boss in order to keep him in the country, she never
would have guessed they'd actually stay together. But
over a year later, she's still happily married to the
slightly eccentric, maddeningly attractive Daniel. As
he begins to come out of his shell and turn into the
figurehead that his growing technology company
needs, Maddy finds herself dealing with a whole new
set of problems. And despite his newfound openness,
he's still keeping secrets. Even from her. But despite
her misgivings and the ever-present prattle of
journalists, really, Maddy can't complain. Then, a
frantic late-night phone call changes everything.
Daniel has been accused of illegal insider trading. His
assets frozen, he suddenly finds himself at the center
of a media circus and a trial under a merciless judge
with no way out. Maddy wants to support him, but it
seems all Daniel wants to do is crawl back into his
shell. In the midst of the chaos, Maddy receives an
offer to display her drawings at one of the most
influential galleries in the city. Pulled in two directions
even as her life crashes down around her, will Maddy
allow Daniel to keep pushing her away, or will she find
a way to pull him back? - Excerpt - Before the entrees
came, I actually tried to involve myself in the
conversation. And they weren't - excluding me,
exactly, it was just that neither one of them looked at
me very often, or responded directly to something I'd
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said. Mostly, it seemed like I was just talking to
myself. So I finally gave up. I focused on my meal
when it came, refusing to let myself get upset that
the two of them seemed about ready to crawl under
the table. After all, we were all responsible adults
here. It wasn't like anything was going to
actuallyhappen. Because if it started to, I'd stab her
with my fork. I had to snicker at the thought, covering
my mouth with my napkin. As if anyone was going to
notice. "What's so funny?" said Daniel, as if on cue,
looking at me for the first time in about twenty
minutes. "Nothing," I said, because that seemed like a
better answer than oh, just trying to figure out if you'd
be horrified or aroused if me and Gen got into a
massive, nail-breaking, hair-pulling fight over you
across the table. Gen glanced at me briefly, then went
back to her salad. I fumed. There was a tiny rational
corner of my brain that told me I might just be
imagining things, or at least exaggerating them. And
even if I wasn't, so what? Daniel wasn't really the type
to pursue a torrid affair as a married man. At leastI
didn't think so. But it was that sort of deep-seated,
irrational jealousy that's not necessarily the product
of anything you might call "real." I knew nothing was
going to happen between them, and I knew most of
Gen's reactions to him were probably subconscious.
She wanted him. Who could blame her? But she
wasn't going to get him. He was mine. The thought hit
me like a ton of bricks, and it left me feeling
lightheaded and tingly, in a way that I was pretty sure
had nothing to do with the wine I'd been drinking all
night. This man, as utterly infuriating and downright
heartbreaking as he could be sometimes - wasall
mine. Nobody else's. Nobody else had the right to
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touch him like I could, or crawl into bed with him at
night, or see him the way I saw him. In spite of how
well he might close himself off, and in spite of how
distant he could be sometimes, I was still privy to a
version of Daniel Thorne that no one else got to see.
No one else could watch his face transform when he
lost control - his pupils blown wide open, almost
swallowing the irises in blackness - his lips parted the way he'd almost bare his teeth, the little noises and then afterwards, the smile. The way his whole
body would sag, relaxed. That little performance was
a privilege that I, and I alone, could enjoy.

Irresistibly Charming
Six years ago, Midge Knightly walked away from her
trust fund, her Hollywood producer father, and the
expectation that she would join the family business.
Avoiding handsome playboys with hidden agendas
was just an added bonus. Now one semester shy of
graduation, she is shocked to discover her scholarship
has lost its funding. Her estranged father is having
problems of his own. A contestant on his latest reality
TV series has cancelled two months before shooting.
His solution? Midge gets her trust fund back if she
stands in as a potential marriage candidate for the
dating series Marry Your Billionaire. Twenty women
competing for one arrogant guy. Not Midge's cup of
tea. Agreeing to this proposition sucks her back into
the world she happily broke ties from, but no trust
fund equals no college degree. Brody Prescott, CEO
and owner of an online dating company, has recently
been pegged as a heartless playboy-among other
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things-by a disgruntled female after a disappointing
date. His solution? Become the first bachelor on Marry
Your Billionaire and hope that one of the contestants
holds some potential. So what is he supposed to do
when the woman who intrigues him the most wants to
be eliminated? Marry Your Billionaire is a fun,
romantic romp set against the backdrop of reality TV.
Throw on your PJ's, grab some chocolate and popcorn,
and settle in for an entertaining love story.

Closing Time
Julian Worth isn’t a man with time to spare. Ruling his
billion dollar empire with an iron fist, work is the true
love of his life. Which is why when it comes to
marriage, a strategic alliance matters more than love.
Julian is more than ready to sign on for a little
superficial dating and a marriage of convenience if it
allows him to take his company to the next level.
What he wasn’t ready for was the woman who shows
up as his prospective bride. Holly Abbott has spent
her whole life coming in second. Being born four
minutes behind her twin sister has defined her life.
But when her headstrong sister refuses to go along
with their father’s plan to marry her off into a cold
business arrangement, Holly has to step up. Knowing
the infamous Julian Worth will only entertain marrying
the Abbott heir, Holly sets her identity aside to
transform into her sister. It’s an easy enough plan. A
few dates with a man who isn’t hers won’t hurt
anyone. Except Julian is nothing like the ruthless
tycoon she expected. Soon she’s left to wonder, what
will happen when her sister comes back and worse,
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how will she ever be able to give up a man who
doesn’t even know her real name?

Brutally Honest
From the bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians (Now
a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE) comes a deliciously fun
story of family, fortune, and fame in Mainland China.
Book Two of the Crazy Rich Asians Trilogy It’s the eve
of Rachel Chu’s wedding, and she should be over the
moon. She has a flawless Asscher-cut diamond, a
wedding dress she loves, and a fiancé willing to
thwart his meddling relatives and give up one of the
biggest fortunes in Asia in order to marry her. Still,
Rachel mourns the fact that her birthfather, a man
she never knew, won’t be there to walk her down the
aisle. Then a chance accident reveals his identity.
Suddenly, Rachel is drawn into a dizzying world of
Shanghai splendor, a world where people attend
church in a penthouse, where exotic cars race down
the boulevard, and where people aren’t just crazy rich
… they’re China rich.
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